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The presence of nonmagnetic A13 + impurity ions, i.e., of magnetic vacancies, in HoFe, - , Al, 0, 
induces new unusual spontaneous and induced (by an external magnetic field) orientational 
phase transitions. A detailed theoretical analysis of the mechanisms of the observed phase 
transitions in HoFe, - ,Al,03 was made. It was found that at low temperatures the application of 
magnetic fields Hlla and Hllb induced characteristic metamagnetic transitior,; in the Ho 
subsystem representing abrupt magnetization reversal in the rare-earth ions with a magnetic 
vacancy in their environment. These transitions were accompanied by orientational transitions in 
the d subsystem because of the f-d exchange interaction. In a field Hlla such a metamagnetic 
transition in the Ho subsystem was accompanied by an orientational phase transition 
T l z  (G,, G,F, )-T2(GzFx ) in the d subsystem, which was manifested by an abrupt change in the 
magnetization and magnetostriction curves. A characteristic feature of the H,-T phase diagram 
was the presence of a bicritical point at T = 60 K, where two lines representing second-order 
phase transitions (T2-TI, and I?,,-T,) converged with a line representing a first-order phase 
transition (T2,-r12 ). New orientational phase transitions were observed in a field Hll b and 
included TI, -TI,,,-T3, transitions due to alternate magnetization reversal of the rare-earth ions 
at inequivalent positions magnetized by the effective field of the magnetic vacancies in the 
direction opposite to the external magnetic field. The effective field created by the magnetic 
vacancies at the Ho3 + ions was determined to be H,, =125 kOe. 

Orthoferrites (RFeO,) and orthochromites (RCrO,) 
containing strongly anisotropic (Ising) rare-earth ions 
(R3 + = Dy3 + ,Ho3 + ,Tb3 + ) exhibit magnetic behavior 
with a number of interesting features.'-5 One of the most 
striking effects observed in these compounds is a giant 
change in the magnetic anisotropy under the influence of 
nonmagnetic impurity ions in the d subsystem (magnetic 
v a c a n ~ i e s ) . ' ~ ~ ~  An additional contribution to the anisotro- 
py energy in these orthoferrites is made by the appearance at 
these rare-earth ions of a strong exchange field H,, =1 lo4 Oe 
due to decompensation of the f-d exchange near a magnetic 
vacancy. It was shown in Refs. 1 and 2 that, depending on 
the orientation of the Ising axis, this additional anisotropy 
may stabilize different magnetic configurations. For exam- 
ple, in the case of dysprosium and holmium orthoferrites, 
where the susceptibility was maximal along the b axis, so 
that their Ising axis was in the ab plane and oriented at an 
angle of - 60" to the a axis, the contribution to the anisotro- 
py made by such magnetic vacancies stabilized the T, ( G, ) 
magnetic structure. In the case of dysprosium orthoferrite, 
which exhibited the T,-TI Morin spontaneous spin-reorien- 
tation transition, this gave rise to a larger shift of the transi- 
tion temperature toward higher temperatures when the 
amount of A13 + nonmagnetic impurity ions was increased.' 
An even stronger influence of the magnetic vacancies was 
observed in HoFe, _ , Al, 0, (Ref. 1 ) , where a new (not ob- 
served in holmium orthoferrite) orientational transition to 
the antiferromagnetic state TI  (G, ) took place. It should be 
noted that substituted holmium orthoferrite is an interesting 
material for the investigation because, as was shown ear- 

contrary to the usual views the compound HoFeO, 
undergoes a complex T, - T,, - TI, - I?, orientational 
transition, and it would be interesting to investigate how this 
transition is affected by the magnetic vacancies. Moreover, it 

would be highly desirable to investigate not only the sponta- 
neous but also the induced (by an external magnetic field) 
orientational transitions in HoFe, -,Al,O,, since the in- 
duced transitions can give extensive information on various 
magnetic interactions in this compound. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

We investigated magnetic and magnetoelastic proper- 
ties of HoFe, _,Al,O, ( x  = 0.03, 0.07) single crystals 
grown by the method of spontaneous crystallization from a 
molten solution. The quantitative concentration of the ~1~ + 

ions was determined by x-ray spectroscopic analysis to with- 
in 4%. The magnetization curves were recorded using a vi- 
brating-sample magnetometer, and the magnetostriction 
isotherms were recorded using strain gauges in fields up to 
50 and 42 kOe, respectively; the torque curves were obtained 
using a torsion magnetic balance in fields up to 12 kOe in a 
wide range of temperatures ( 1.8-100 K )  . 

The magnetization curves recorded along the a, b, and c 
axes (corresponding to the x, y, and z axes) of an 
HoFeo,,7Alo,030, crystal at 1.8 K are shown in Fig. la. 
Clearly, the magnetization is strongly anisotropic: it is maxi- 
mal along the a and b axes and minimal along the c axis of the 
crystal (m, > m, )m, ). In strong magnetic fields the mag- 
netization reaches saturation along the b and a axes. The 
saturation values were m, = 164 G-cm3.g-' (correspond- 
ing to 8p, ) and m, = 73 G.cm3.g - ' ( 3 . 6 5 , ~ ~  ), respective- 
ly, whereas along the c axis the magnetization depends lin- 
early on the field and the susceptibility was X, = 4.5 X 10 - 4  

cm3/g; moreover, measurements carried out at high tem- 
peratures indicated that X, varies little with temperature up 
to 55 K but had a maximum near T = 60 K, which was due 
to a spin reorientation transition in this range of tempera- 
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FIG. 1.  a)  Magnetization curves of HoFe,,, Al,,, 0, at T = 1.85 
K: 1 )  HJla; 2) Hllb; 3 )  HJJc. b) Temperature dependence of the 
susceptibility of HoFe, ,, Al,,,, 0, along the c axis. 

tures (Fig. lb) .  The magnetization curves recorded for a 
sample with composition x = 0.07 were also anisotropic and 
similar to those plotted in Fig. la. 

It was shown earlier7.' that similar magnetization 
curves are exhibited by pure holmium orthoferrite and orth- 
ochromite in which the Ho3 + ions are regarded as the Ising 
ions with the magnetic moment m = 9p, oriented in the ab 
plane at an angle a = 65" to the a axis of the crystal. Conse- 
quently, the magnetic vacancies do not distort the Ising na- 
ture of the behavior of the Ho3 + ions in these compounds in 
which the Ising axis, as in the specific case of 
HoF~, ,~A~, ,~O, is oriented, according to our measure- 
ments, at the angle a = tan - '(m,/m, ) = 65" to the a axis 
of the crystal and the magnetic moment along this axis was 
m = (mf + m;)'l2 = 8 . 7 , ~ ~ ~ .  

The magnetization and torque curves recorded at dif- 
ferent temperatures were used to plot the temperature de- 
pendence of the spontaneous magnetization (Fig. 2a). It is 
clear from Fig. 2a that at a temperature above 60 K the 
spontaneous magnetic moment is oriented along the c axis 
[with the T,(GxFz) magnetic structure] and cooling in- 
creased the magnetic moment along the c axis strongly in a 
temperature interval AT= 1 K and then the magnetization 
"tail" along the c axis extended right up to 52 K. It should be 
pointed out that in the temperature range of a steep fall of the 

magnetization, i.e., at T, = 60 + 1 K, there was a maximum 
of the susceptibility along the c axis (Fig. Ib). Hence, a spin 
reorientation occurred near this temperature and the mag- 
netization tail was clearly associated with an inhomogeneity 
of the sample. 

In this temperature range a magnetic moment appeared 
along the a axis; this moment first increased strongly as a 
result of cooling, reaching its maximum value of 
m: = 2.1 G.cm3-g- ' at 59 K, and then fell; the fall of the 
magnetization along the a axis was steep down to 57 + 1 K 
and then the rate of fall slowed down stopping completely at 
52 K. Below 8 K the spontaneous magnetic moment reap- 
peared along the a axis (Fig. 2a) and rose hyperbolically as a 
result of cooling. We identified the magnetic structure of 
HoFe, ,, Al, ,, 0, that gave rise to the magnetic moment 
along the a axis by comparing the value of this moment with 
the induced moment in the T2(GzFx ) phase (Fig. 2a), 
which was found by extrapolating to zero field of the magne- 
tization curves along the a axis recorded in magnetic fields 
exceeding the threshold field for the transition to the 
r2( GzFx ) phase. 

A comparison of the spontaneous m: and induced myd 
moments (Fig. 2a) showed that at all temperatures the in- 
equality m: < myd was obeyed and, consequently, the struc- 
ture was not the T2(GzFx ) magnetic structure, but a canted 

FIG. 2. Temperature dependences of the spontane- 
ous (m: and m: are represented by curves 1 and 2) 
and induced (mFd, curve 3 )  weak ferromagnetic 
moments of HoFe,,,Al,,,O, (a)  and 
HoFe, ,, Al, ,, 0, (b) . The pointers on the abscissa 
identify T, = 57 K in Fig. 2a and T, = 65 Kin f ig .  
2b (see text). 
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FIG. 3. Magnetizat~on curves ( a ) ,  magnetostriction isotherms 
60 along the c axis (b) ,  and H-T phase diagram (c )  of 

- 7 HoFe,,, Al,,,O, in fields Hlla. a: 1) 1.6 K; 2 )  4.2 K; 3) 8.7 K; 4) 
40 20 oo 17 K; 5)  60.7 K; 6) 78 K. b: 1) 4.7 K; 2 )  45.5 K; 3) 59 K; 4) 61.5 K; 

- 2 5) 86.4 K; 6) 103 K. c: Qis the bicritical point. 
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structure of the TI ,  (G,G,F,) type. The appearance of a 
magnetic moment along the a axis at T, = 8 K indicated the 
occurrence of the T I  - TI, orientational transition at this 
temperature. At higher temperatures there were clearly two 
unusual, for orthoferrites, reorientational transitions 
T,-TI, (TI  = 60 5 1 K )  and r l , + T l  (T, = 57 + 1 K) ,  
which were close on the temperature scale." Since, in con- 
trast to HoFeO,, the T4- T,, reorientational transition did 
not occur in Ho,,, Fe, ,, AlO, and the low-temperature 
phase T, ( G, F, ) did not appear in this compound, and since 
the reorientational transitions I?,-+ T ,, and r ,, - r, were 
close on the temperature scale, we concluded that major 
changes in the anisotropy constants occurred under the in- 
fluence of the magnetic vacancies, and that these changes 
suppressed the T, magnetic structure and stabilized the anti- 
ferromagnetic I?, structure. 

Major changes in the magnetic anisotropy when the 
nonmagnetic A13 + ions are introduced were observed also 
for the composition with x = 0.07 (Fig. 2b), in which at 
temperatures TI = 65 1 1 K and T, = 60 + 1 K there were 
reorientational transitions similar to those occurring in the 
composition with x = 0.03. An even greater spread of the 
transition along the temperature scale (compared with that 
in the sample with x = 0.03) observed in this case was clear- 
ly due to a greater inhomogeneity of the sample. As this 
composition cooled further, in contrast to the sample with 
x = 0.03, the antiferromagnetic Tl (Gy)  structure was ob- 
served at all temperatures and this was clearly due to an 
increase in the contribution made to the anisotropy by the 
magnetic vacancy mechanism which stabilized the T I  (G,  ) 
phase. 

In addition to the spontaneous reorientational transi- 
tions in the investigated orthoferrites containing the A13 + 

impurity ions, there were also external-magnetic-field in- 
duced spin-reorientation transitions in fields Hila, Hll b, 
HIlc. The application of a magnetic field with the HIla orien- 
tation gave rise to the I?,, -I?, and I?,, - T, transitions in a 
fairly high magnetic field H ' whose value was determined in 
the usual way from the bend in the field dependence of the 
magnetization (Fig. 3a),' and from the magnetostriction 
(Fig. 3b).3 It is clear from Fig. 3a that the nature of the 
magnetization isotherms changed as the temperature in- 
creased. The low-temperature curves 1 and 2 corresponding 
to T = 1.6 and 4.2 K clearly revealed magnetization jumps 
typical of the first-order phase transitions, whereas the 
curves recorded at T = 8.7 K or higher temperatures did not 
show these jumps. The experimentally determined tricritical 
point was T,, ~8 K. Similar anomalies were reported in 
Refs. 4 and 5 and were explained by a strong magnetization 

reversal of the rare-earth ions whose environment included 
magnetic vacancies. It is clear from Fig. 3b that the magne- 
tostriction which appeared as a result of the T,, - T, transi- 
tion at low temperatures amounted to 
A, = - (3.7 f. 0.3). 10 - 5 ,  whereas above 60 K, where the 
field induced the orientational T,, - T,, transition, the mag- 
netostriction fell in the sense of the absolute value to 
A, = - (2.3 f 0.2). 10 and remained constant at higher 
temperatures. 

Figure 3c shows the corresponding experimental H,-T 
phase diagram obtained for the HoFe, ,, Al, ,, 0, composi- 
tion. It is clear from Fig. 3c that the threshold field for induc- 
ing the reorientation to the T, phase was minimal ( - 5 kOe) 
near the spontaneous T,+ TI, reorientation temperature; it 
rose monotonically away from the range of temperatures 
where the spontaneous spin reorientation was observed. 
Cooling first increased the threshold field which induced the 
TI, - r, transitions and this field passed through a maxi- 
mum and fell again, reaching the value - 6 kOe at 1.8 K. The 
low -temperature fall of the threshold field was not caused by 
the approach to the T, -+ TI, spin reorientation temperature, 
but was due to the effects of the magnetic-field-enhancement 
of the molecular field exerted on the iron subsystem by the 
rare-earth ions as observed and this effect became 
stronger as a result of cooling. 

In a field Hllc the reorientation to the T, phase accom- 
panied by the appearance of the magnetostriction was in- 
duced in fields up to 40 kOe only in a temperature interval - 10 K close to the high-temperature spontaneous spin reor- 
ientations (Fig. 4a). At temperatures T >  62 K and T <  50 K 
the magnetostriction was due to the paramagnetism of the 
rare-earth ions and was a quadratic function of the field. 
Cooling in the range 52 K < T <  61 K gave rise to negative 
jumps of the magnetostriction superposed on the paramag- 
netic contribution: these jumps corresponded to the reorien- 
tation of the spins from the canted TI,, phase to the T, 
phase, which was clearly a first-order phase transition. A 
first-order reorientational transition is known" to occur 
usually via an intermediate state representing the coexis- 
tence of both phases, giving rise to some spread of the transi- 
tion in a finite interval of the fields. Bearing this point in 
mind, we concluded that the threshold in this case was the 
field at which the r, phase just appeared, i.e., the field of the 
onset of the magnetostriction jump. The corresponding 
Hz-T phase diagram (Fig. 4b) shows the interval of fields 
where the intermediate state was observed. Clearly, the 
threshold field inducing the TI,, -T4 reorientation rose 
rapidly as a result of cooling, so that at 50 K the magnetic 
fields available to us in the experimental setup were too weak 
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to complete the induced spin reorientation. 
In the case of HoFe,,, Al,,, 0, the Hx-T and Hz-T 

phase diagrams were similar (Figs. 5a and 5b). 
Interesting external-field-induced reorientations oc- 

curred in HoFeo~,3Alo,,703 when the field was Hllb. The 
field dependences of the magnetostriction (Fig. 6a) were 
unusual at low temperatures and exhibited two negative 
jumps against the background of a rising positive magneto- 
striction, which was due to the rare-earth ions. Clearly, these 
anomalies were associated with the processes of reversal of 
the magnetization of the Ho3 + ions, accompanied by spin 
reorientation in the Fe subsystem. The application of a field 
along the b axis, which was the antiferromagnetic axis at low 
temperatures, facilitated a reorientation of the spin-flop type 
and made possible transitions from the r2, (G, ) antiferro- 
magnetic state either to the I?,, (G, ) or the r,, (G, ) phase. 
Bearing in mind that in the case of pure HoFeO, (Ref. 12) a 
field HJlb of -2040 kOe intensity induced the r3, (G, ) 
phase and suppressed r,, (G, ), we concluded that in our 
case the final phase in this geometry was also T,, (G, ). 
Therefore, an increase in the field Hllb in HoFe,,, Alo,9703 
resulted in TI, (G, ) - r3, (G, ), spin reorientation. This oc- 
curred in two stages clearly involving an intermediate phase 

due to the successive magnetization reversal of the Ho3+ 
ions located at inequivalent positions. It  should be pointed 
out that the existence of an intermediate (G,,,, ) phase, and 
not of the collinear T,, (G,) phase, was confirmed by the 
observation that in the case of the TI, (G, ) - T,, (G, ) tran- 
sition the magnetostriction anomaly would have been posi- 
tive and much larger ( - 4 x 10 - 5 ,  ., 

In the case of the composition HoFe,,, Al,,, 0, the 
reorientations in strong fields were qualitatively similar, but 
in lower fields the low-temperature magnetostriction curves 
had an additional anomaly which was clearly associated 
with the TI23 + r13 transition, as shown in Fig. 6b (this 
point is discussed below). 

THEORY AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Our interpretation of the spontaneous and field-in- 
duced phase transitions in HoFe, - , Al, 0, will be based on 
a model in which the Ho3 + ions are considered in the one- 
doublet approximation. The influence of the excited states of 
the Ho3 + ions of E> 100 K energy, which also play an im- 
portant role in the magnetic properties of the ~ystem,~" will 
be allowed for by renormalization of the relevant coefficients 
of the thermodynamic potential of the Fe subsystem. The 

FIG. 4. Magnetostriction isotherms (a) and H-T 
phase diagram (b)  of HoFe,,,, Al,,,, 0, in fields Hllc. 
0:1)44K;2)54.5K;3)58K;4)60.6K;5)61.5K;6) 
62 K. 

FIG. 5 .  Phase (H-T) diagrams of HoFe,,, Al,,, 0, in 
fields Hlla (a) and Hllc (b).  
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order parameters of the Ho subsystem are the average values 
of the Pauli matrices of the quasidoublets of the Ho3 + ions 

which are in an effective field created by the f-d and f-f 
interactions and in an external magnetic field H. The state of 
the d subsystem is described, as usual, by the dimensionless 
ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic vectors (F,G) . The 
nonequilibrium thermodynamic potential of the system per 
molecule of HoFe, - , Al,O, can be represented, by analogy 
with Refs. 6 and 13, in the form 

where 

5,, (F, G)  ='12AFa-d(F,G,-F,GJ 

- T , H , G ~ - ~ ~ H ~ G , - P ~ ~ F H + ~ D ~ ( G ) ,  (2)  

0, (G) ='I2 K,,,OG,'+'I, KabVG,1 

+'I, K2G,"+'/,K~'G~+'IZ Kz"G,2GzZ. (3) 

Here, 6, are the thermodynamic potentials of the Fe sub- 
system renormalized by the Van Vleck contribution of the 
excited states of the Ho3 + ions, depending weakly on tem- 
perature in the range T <  100 K. The other terms in Eq. ( 1 ) 
represent the contribution made to the thermodynamic po- 
tential by the ground quasidoublet of the Ho3+ ions. The 
quantities a,! 0' = 1-4) and ai (i = 1,2) are the average val- 
ues of the Pauli matrices of the Ho3 + ions which, respective- 
ly, have one vacancy in their environment within the Fe sub- 
system (i.e., the A13 + ions), and no such a vacancy, whereas 
h,! and hi represent the corresponding effective fields whose 

FIG. 6. Magnetostriction isotherms along the c axis obtained in 
Hllb fields for HoFe,,, Al, , ,  0, (a) and HoFe,,, Al,,,, 0, (b) .  a: 
1)2.4K;2) 3.52K;3)5.4K. b: 1)2.63K;2)4.2K;3) 5.9K;4)8.1 
K. 

moduli are equal to the half-splitting of the ground quasi- 
doublet of the Ho3 + ion: 

hif= (A,,+ ) , 0. A,), (4a) 

hi=(Aov, 0, A q d ) .  (4b) 

where 

where A,, is the half-splitting of the ground quasidoublet of 
the Ho3+ ion in a crystal field (amounting to A,, ~ 2 . 3  K, 
according to Ref. 3 ); a and A:x are constants of, respectively, 
the isotropic and anisotropic f-d exchange interactions; 
py = (px,vpy,O) is the magnetic moment of the quasidoub- 
let of the Ho3 + ion along the Ising axis lying in the ab plane 
of the crystal at an angle a = tan - ' (vpy/p, ) = 65" to the a 
axis; I p,, I = p,, are the constants of the f-f interaction; 
the quantities 

where the plus sign corresponds to f and the minus sign cor- 
responds to E, whereas the componentsf6 and Zg govern the 
contribution made to the magnetization of the Ho subsystem 
along the a and b crystal axes; 

is the field of a magnetic vacancy at an Ho3 + ion due to 
decompensation of its antiferromagnetic d environment 
(H,, z lo4 Oe); 

is the entropy of a two-level system. In Eqs. (4)-(5) and (7) 
the quantity v = + 1 distinguishes two crystallographically 
inequivalent positions of the Ho3 + ions, whereas the quanti- 
ty q = + 1 identifies the type of the site occupied by a mag- 
netic vacancy. Therefore, the number of inequivalent posi- 
tions of the Ho3 + ions with one magnetic vacancy in their 
immediate environment is four: j = 1 corresponds to v = 1, 
q = 1 ;  the other sets are j = 2 - v = 1 ,  q =  -1; 
j = 3 - v =  - 1 , q = 1  a n d j = 4 - v =  - 1 , q =  -1 ; in  
the case of those ions which have no vacancies in their vicini- 
ty the number of inequivalent positions reduces to two. In 
deriving the thermodynamic potentials of Eq. ( 1 ) the con- 
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centration x of the magnetic vacancies is assumed to be low 
and it is postulated that no more than one vacancy is located 
in the immediate environment of an Ho3 + ion. Minimiza- 
tion of the thermodynamic potential of Eq. ( 1 ) with respect 
to F allowing for FOG = 0, G = 1 - F 1, and eliminating 
from Eq. ( 1 ) 

reduces the thermodynamic potential to 

@ (G, a<, 0,') =@, (G) -T~H,G,-T~H,G,-~/~x,[H~- (H,G) '1 
- (p$f=+A,OG,) f E-pyHu&-~x (AxGxgE'+AvGvaE') -i/zh,f~a 

2 & 

-'/2h~&~-~qdf~-~12 ( i - ~ x )  T S ( 1 ai 1 I - ' /~zzT ZS aj ) 
i = l  1-1 

where 
gf'=1/r(~Ei'-~E2'+(5E3131~E&')9 a~'=il~(~fi'-~~~r-~~31+~f~'), 

Ht=,(Hz+HDGz+pf E, H,+ha?, Hz-HDG,), (9) 
~l='ppoZ/A, H D = ~ / P F ~ ,  &uaku/~~er 

A,=A,, c o s a ,  A,=A,, sin a, AMs=poHm,. 

We use Eq. (8)  to analyze the phase transitions in 
HoFe, - .A1,03. We shall begin with the spontaneous reor- 
ientations. Since they occur at fairly high temperatures 
( T >  I hi I ), we can consider them by confining ourselves to 
the high-temperature approximation when lai I 4 1. In this 
case if we expand S( 1 ui I ), minimize the thermodynamic po- 
tentials of Eq. (8)  with respect to ui and a;, and eliminate 
them from this expression, we still have the same standard 
form (see Refs. 3, 6, 7, and 13) which is a function of G 
= (sin 0 sin p, sin 6' sin p, cos 0 )  alone, but the coefficients 

are renormalized. For H = 0 the thermodynamic potential 
reduces to the anisotropy energy @, (G) in the form of Eq. 
(3),  where 

As; zx ( A,, cos a )  K,,=K.,O - - + 
T+0. T 9 

zx A;, cos 2a Kd=KdW (10) 
T * 

where 

are the paramagnetic temperatures along the x (a )  and y(b)  
crystal axes, respectively. It is clear from Eq. ( 10) that the 
magnetic vacancies make a contribution (which increases as 
a result of cooling) to the anisotropy constants in the ac 
plane (Kac ) and in the ab plane (KO, ). In the ac plane this 
contribution is positive and it stabilizes the r4(GxFz ) phase, 
whereas, in the ab plane it is negative (because cos 2a < 0)  
and it stabilizes the TI (G,, ) phase. On the other hand, Kac 
includes also a negative contribution associated with the ex- 
change splitting in the T2(GzF, ) phase, which stabilizes the 
latter and thus competes with the magnetic vacancy contri- 
bution. It  should be pointed out also that pure holmium 
orthoferrite exhibits, in the region of the spontaneous spin 
reorientation, a reduction in the constant K:, as a result of 
cooling and reversal of the sign (at T- 50 K )  because of the 
negative van Vleck contribution; then for TG30 K this con- 
stant reaches ~aturat ion.~ 

FIG. 7. Phase diagram of orthoferrites in the space of the two anisotropy 
constants KO, and K,,. Here, lines 1-1' and 2-2' represent the schematic 
thermodynamic path of the HoFeo,,Aloo,03 composition and of pure 
HoFeO,, respectively. 

The equilibrium configurations of the investigated sys- 
tem and the spontaneous transitions between these configu- 
rations can be illustrated conveniently in a phase diagram 
plotted in the space of the effective anisotropy constants Kac 
and Kab. Since the fourth-order anisotropy constants of 
orthoferrites, governed at high temperatures mainly by the 
Fe subsystem, satisfy the inequalities K2 > 0, K2 < 0, and 
K 2 - - K; + K2 - 2K; > 0, this phase diagram has the form 
shown in Fig. 7 (Ref. 6). An important feature of the dia- 
gram is the presence (in the range K ;  > 2K ;) of a first- 
order phase transition line separating the r, and r,, phases, 
which makes it possible to account for the abrupt r,-r12 
transition observed at TI = 60 K. On the whole, the 
r4- TI2  -+ r, + r12 phase transitions observed in 
HoFe, - , Al,O, ( x  = 0.03) correspond to the passage of the 
system along the thermodynamic path 1-1' (Fig. 7),  which 
exhibits-at TI--a jump of the vector G from the a axis (T, 
phase) to the canted orientation (r12 ), then at T2 it rotates 
smoothly to the b axis ( r , ) ,  and finally at T, it deviates 
smoothly from the b axis to the bc plane (TI, ). 

For comparison, we included in the Kac-Kab phase dia- 
gram also a thermodynamic path 2-2' of pure holmium or- 
thoferrite representing the T,+ r2, - TI, - r, phase transi- 
tions. According to Eq. ( lo) ,  a change in the 
thermodynamic path of HoFe, -,AlXO3 compared with 
HoFeO, is due to the negative contribution of the magnetic 
vacancies to the anisotropy constant in the ab plane (KO, ), 
which stabilizes the I?, phase, and a positive contribution to 
Kac, which stabilizes the r, phase. However, the latter com- 
petes with the negative contribution to the Kac associated 
with the exchange splitting A,, of the Ho3 + doublet in the 
r2(GzFx ) phase, which maintains the tendency for the G 
vector to tilt out of the ab plane. 

We now consider in greater detail the conditions under 
which the phase transitions take place. Along the phase tran- 
sition line between the r, phase and the canted phase TI,, 
which is characterized by 

we find equating the corresponding thermodynamic poten- 
tials yields 

where 
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are the effective second- and fourth-order anisotropy con- 
stants which apply in the bc plane. Near the r,,, phase 
transition the experimental value of the spontaneous mag- 
netic moment is m: = mxG, -2 G.cm3.g-' for the r,, 
phase and the magnetic moment induced by the H((a field is 
mtd  = m, -6 G-cm3-g- ' for the r2 phase, so that the an- 
gle is 8, =: 70". The r12-r, phase transition line is deduced 
from the condition Kbc ( T2) = 0, which imposes the re- 
straint A:x <zxAiV sin2 a. 

The high-temperature approximation of Eq. ( 10) is in- 
sufficient to account for the reverse r l -Tl2 phase transition 
at a lower temperature T, and we have to use the initial 
thermodynamic potential of Eq. (8). In this case the stabil- 
ity of the r, phase in the bc plane is characterized by the 
quantity 

aZQ ax, ($ I,= (s),,+EdBdx*dBm K b o = K b e o  

where X, are the variables of the f subsystem, and 

K,,"=K,,"-KaO-Ki+Ki', A12=~,d2f  At .  

Equation ( 13) is derived ignoring, for the sake of simplicity, 
the R-R interaction. At high temperatures ( T) A, ) we have 
xbc - Kbc . At low temperatures the value of xb, changes sign 
and the r, phase becomes unstable because of an increase in 
the negative contribution of the second term in Eq. (13), 
which is due to the same Ho3 + ions whose environment does 
not include any magnetic vacancies. For A,, ~0 there is a 
divergence at low values of T. This reflects the fact that in a 
system containing ions with a degenerate (or near degener- 
ate) ground state (which is true of the Ho3 + ions without 
any nearby magnetic vacancies in the r, phase), an instabil- 
ity appears and tends to lift this disgeneracy (magnetic ana- 
log of the Jahn-Teller effectI3 ). In the present case this in- 
stability appears as the T I  - TI, phase transition back to the 
canted phase when Zh (T,) = 0. Our experimental results 
indicate that this canted phase exists in the sample with 
x = 0.03 right down to T = 0 K. An increase in the magnetic 
vacancy concentration weakens this mechanism, as expect- 
ed on the basis of Eq. (13). This is clearly true of our 
x = 0.07 sample, which right down to T-2 K did not exhib- 
it a reverse transition to the r,, canted phase. 

We now consider the magnetic structure of the d and f 
subsystems at T = 0 K. In this case the projections of the 
equilibrium magnetic moments of the Ho3 + ions onto the 
corresponding Ising axis are (for A,, ) A,, and A,, ) A,, ) 

pi  =po sign (hul) ,  j= 1-4; 

pi=po sign (hEi) ,  i=l-2, (14) 

for the ions which have and do not have a magnetic vacancy 
in their environment; the components h ;i and hci of the ef- 
fective fields are given by Eqs. (4a) and (4b), respectively. 
Bearing in mind that in the case of HoFeO, we have 

we can at low temperatures and for H< 5 .  lo4 Oe simplify the 
thermodynamic potential of Eq. (8)  by dropping the first 
four terms. Consequently, the orientation of the vector G 
will then be governed by just its interaction ( - G.hG ) with 
the effective field h, = (zxAxg;, zxAya;, heXf6) exerted by 
the Ho subsystem and not dependent explicitly on the exter- 
nal field H. This means that the external field influences the 
Fe subsystem mainly indirectly via the Ho subsystem. An 
analysis of the equilibrium properties on the basis of Eqs. (8)  
and ( 14) shows that for H = 0, we can have three magnetic 
configurations in which the Fe subsystem is in the states 
r2(GzFr 1, r12 (GY,,Fx 1, and r , (Gy  1, respectively. 

If the value of A,, is small, we can expect-as in the 
case of pure HoFe0,-the A ' phase for which the vector G is 
oriented along the c axis [r2(G,F, ) phase], whereas the Ho 
subsystem has the strongest magnetization along the a axis. 
The phase in question is doubly degenerate: 

AS A,, increases, if A, > A,, - Oxzx( 1 - 4 zx), where 

theA phase with the Fe subsystem characterized by the cant- 
ed configuration TI, is preferred and the magnetic structure 
of those Ho3 + ions which have magnetic vacancies in their 
environment represents a "cross" formed by the magnetic 
moments of the Ho3+ ions with different orientations (Fig. 
8a). However, the ions which have no vacancies in their vi- 
cinity are magnetized along the corresponding Ising axis by 
the exchange field (A,, G, ). This magnetic configuration 
(phase A in Fig. 8a) is quadruply degenerate and is charac- 
terized by the following variables: 

The positive directions of the magnetic moments along the 
Ising axes correspond t o p ;  and p; in Fig. 8a. The angle 0, 
governing the orientation G relative to the c axis in the bc 
plane (r12 ) is found by minimization of the thermodynamic 
potential of Eq. (8)  and is given by 

sin Oo=zxA,/Ao. (15) 

When the value of A,, is even greater 
[2zxAy A,, >A:, ( 1 - zx) 1, the magnetic configuration 
(phase B) has the Fe subsystem in the state r, ( Gy ) and the 
magnetic structure of the Ho3 + ions with magnetic vacan- 
cies in their vicinity is again a cross. The remaining Ho3 + 

ions are not magnetized, because the splitting of their 
ground state is governed solely by A,, . This configuration is 
doubly degenerate and is characterized by the following val- 
ues of the variables: Gy = 1, p ; ,  =p,, ,uC~;,~ = -po; 
G, = - 1 , ~ ; , 4  = -PO, p;,3 =PO. 

Bearing in mind that HoFeO, is characterized by 
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a a Q a a FIG. 8. Phase transitions in HoFe, ,Al,O, sub- 

jected to magnetic fields Hllh: a )  magnetic config- 
b c urations realized along the 1-1' magnetic path in 

-I 
Fig. 8b; b)  phase diagram in the space defined by -. the external field (,u,H,/A,, ) and the field of the 
magnetic vacancies (A , , /A , ,  ); c) H,,-T phase 

.33 diagram where the continuous curves represent 
second-order phase transitions and the dashed 
curves represent first-order transitions. 
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Ae, = 4.7 K and A,, = 2.4 K (Ref. 6),  we find from the 
stability condition at T =  0 K of the A (T,, ) phase of a 
sample with the x = 0.03 composition that A,, obeys 
14 K<A,, ,<32 K. 

Let us now consider the magnetic-field-induced phase 
transitions. 

Magnetic field Hlla 

In this case the orientational phase transitions which 
occur in the investigated HoFe, ._ , A1,0, samples are the 
same as in pure HoFeO,, described in detail in Ref. 7. We 
therefore discuss them briefly. A characteristic feature of the 
H,-T phase diagram of HoFe, - , A1,03 in the region of 
T-60 K is (as in the case of HoFeO,) a bicritical point Q 
(Figs. 3c and 5a) where the T2,-T, and TI,-T2 second- 
order phase transition lines converge with the TI2-T2, first- 
order transition line. The latter first-order transition has un- 
fortunately not yet been observed experimentally, but this 
has been probably because of the weak anomaly of the mag- 
netostriction and thermal expansion at this transition and 
also because of the inhomogeneity of the sample in question. 

The low-temperature phase transitions in 
HoFe, - ,A1,0, exhibit qualitatively new features associat- 
ed with the magnetic vacancies. This is demonstrated by a 
change in the nature of the TI,-T2 phase transition from the 
second to the first order, which is manifested at T <  T,, - 8 
K by jumps in the magnetization curves (Fig. 3a). The 
jumps are due to an abrupt magnetization reversal experi- 
enced by some of the Ho3+ ions located near a magnetic 
vacancy which magnetizes these ions opposite to the exter- 
nal field. Such a magnetization reversal of some of the Ho" 
ions can be regarded as a special metamagnetic transition in 
the f subsystem, accompanied by reorientation of the antifer- 
romagnetic vector G of the Fe subsystem. The field for this 
transition at T = 0 K is 

and the magnitude of the magnetization jump is 
AM, ~ p , z x .  For the sample with x = 0.03 this jump repre- 
sents about one-quarter of the saturation magnetization p,, 
which is in agreement with the experimental results (Fig. 
3a). Ifweassumethat A,, =4 .7K (Ref. 6 ) , a ~ 6 5 " ,  6 , ~ l  
K, and A,, = 15 K (H,, = 25 kOe), we find that HI: - 6 
kOe for x = 0.03 and H: = 17 kOe for x = 0.07, in agree- 
ment with the experimental results (Figs. 3c and 5a). 

Magnetic field H 11 b 

We shall first analyze the low-temperature phase transi- 
tions. Using Eqs. (8 )  and ( 14), we find that at T = 0 K the 
system can have the magnetic configurations listed below. 

1 ) Phase A [TI,, (G,,,F,,, ) ] has the same structure as 
in H = 0 (see Fig. 8a and the discussion above). 

This phase is stable if 

pYH,< min { (Atzx-A,$ (1-zx) ) /A0, 

A e x ( ~ - ~ ~ ) / A ~ } + ~ x ( I - z x ) .  (17) 

2) Phase B [ T,, (G, ,F, ) ] is doubly degenerate and is 
characterized by 

This phase is stable if 0 <p, H, < A, - ( 1 - zx) 6,. 
3) Phase D, which is quadruply degenerate, has the spa- 

tial orientation of the spins of the Fe subsys- 
tem ( ( G ,  ,,,=, F, ,,,, ), and is characterized by the follow- 
ing values of the variables: 
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where t9 and e, are the angles that determine the orientation 
of the G vector, such that 

sin 0,=A,,/A, A= (Ap~+AmV2)  ". (18) 

The range of stability of this phase is described by the inter- 
val 

max[ (-A,, cos 2a-A,:) /A+'/,zz0,+ (l-'/zzx) 0,; 
A ,,2/A-'/fix0. 

+ (l-'/zzx) 0,] c h H , c  [A-'12zx0,+ ( l - ' / 2 ~ ~ ) 0 , ] .  ( 19) 

4) Phase C has the vector G along the a axis 
[r34 ( Gx ,Fy,= 1. This phase is doubly degenerate 
(G,  = + 1 ) and its maximum magnetization is along the b 
axis (pi ,  =p,  = p,, p i ,  = p2 = - p,) (Fig. 8a). This 
phase is stable if 

K.,O>O, Ka0+xI (H,+&a) 3 - 0 .  ( 20b 

It should be pointed out that the interaction of the antiferro- 
magnetic vector G with the f subsystem is suppressed in this 
phase, so that the orientation of this vector is governed by 
the other terms in the thermodynamic potential of Eq. (8),  
which are smaller than A,, and A,, : they are governed by 
the anisotropy constants (K  :,, K Sj,, K ;  , K ;) and by the 
terms due to the tilt of the magnetic sublattices of the Fe 
subsystem (x, (Hy + which are strongly renormal- 
ized at low temperatures because of the isotropic R-Fe ex- 
~hange .~ . ' . '~  

5 )  Phase B ' [TI, (Gy,Fy ) ] (doubly degenerate, 
G, = + 1 ), which is in contrast to phase B is characterized 
by the maximum magnetization along the b axis 
(pi,, = p = p,,, pis4 = p2 = - pol.  This phase is stable if 

where (Kt, =KO, + K; - K;. 
Since the ranges of stability of the various phases over- 

lap on the field scale, the phase transitions between them are 
first-order and the fields in which they are induced can be 
found by equating the thermodynamic potentials of the cor- 
responding phases. A sequence of possible phase transitions 
can be represented conveniently in the phase diagram plot- 
ted in the space of Hy and A,, , or in the space of the corre- 
sponding normalized quantities py Hy /Aex and A,, /Aex. 
This diagram is plotted in Fig. 8b for x = 0.03 (a = - 140 

kOe, Hsf = [ - + K,, - 4 K ; )/x, ] z 200 kOe) ignoring 
the less important f-f interaction and the value of A,, . If 
A,, = 0, it follows from Fig. 8b that an increase in the field 
induces the same sequence of the phase transitions as in pure 
holmium orthoferrite.13 

An important special feature contributed by the mag- 
netic vacancies (A,, #O) is the existence, in a certain range 
of the phase D (A,,,, ) with the spatial orientation G. It ap- 
pears an increase in the field favors the transition from the 
low-field phases A (r,, ) or A ' (T,, ) to the phase C (r,, ) 
not by simultaneous magnetization reversal of the ions 2' 
and 4' (Fig. 8a) oriented by the field H,, against the exter- 
nal field, but by consecutive magnetization reversals accom- 
panied by simultaneous rotation of H,, (or G), when such 
magnetization reversal ends in a state in the space of the 
intermediate phase D in such a way that the projection of 
H,, along the magnetic moment of one of these ions (2' or 
4') decreases, whereas the projection along the magnetic 
moment of the other increases, so that magnetization rever- 
sal is facilitated in the former case and hindered in the latter 
case (this applies to the ions 2' and 4', respectively in Fig. 
8a). 

We should mention also the unusual nature of the 
A(r, , ,  )-B( TI,  ) phase transition, for which an increase in 
the field reorients the antiferromagnetic vector from the 
canted phase (G,, ) to the Gy state (GIJH, ). The mechanism 
of this phase transition involves suppression, due to the addi- 
tional splitting of the ground quasidoublet of the Ho3 + ion 
by an external field, of the "magnetic Jahn-Teller effect" 
mentioned above, which leads to the TI-TI, spontaneous 
transition as a result of cooling. 

In relatively strong fields the system can undergo the 
reverse spin-flop transition C(T,, )-B '( TI, ) which is due 
to the action on the Fe3 + ion spins not only of the external 
field, but also of the negative effective field due to the iso- 
tropic f-d exchange (a  < 0) .I2 

It should be noted that in even stronger fields we can 
expect the usual B '(r,, )-C(r3, ) spin-flop transition. 

It therefore follows that an increase in the field applied 
to the HoFe, -,AlxO, system should induce at least five 
phase transitions (as demonstrated by the thermodynamic 
path 1-1' in Fig. 8b). The fields for these transitions are as 
follows: 

The first three transitions should be accompanied by the fol- 
lowing magnetization jumps in the Ho subsystem: 

The magnetization curve along the b axis (Fig. l a ) ,  how- 
ever, does not exhibit these jumps; this is clearly due to the 
broadening of the transitions related to the finite tempera- 
tures and the wide range of existence of the intermediate 
state, since the corresponding demagnetization factor of a 
sample is Ny -4a. On the other hand, the magnetostriction 
isotherms (Fig. 6) demonstrate clearly a number of anoma- 
lies which can be attributed in a natural manner to these 
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phase transitions. A small anomaly at Hy -5 kOe for the 
x = 0.03 composition (Fig. 6b) can be attributed to the 
A ( r , , ,  )-B(T,, ) phase transition. Note that in the case of 
the composition with x = 0.07, for which the spontaneous 
canted phase r,, is absent at low temperatures, there is no 
such anomaly in the magnetostriction. The remaining anom- 
alies of the magnetostriction observed for both observations 
in fields within the interval 7-25 kOe (Fig. 6a) can be inter- 
preted as B(Tl3 )-D( TI,,, )-C( T,, ) phase transitions. A 
more detailed analysis is difficult because of the broadening 
of the transitions by the large demagnetization factor. 

If we assume that A,,=4.7 K (Ref. 6),  
Ox - Oy - K, A,, -1 15 K (H,, -25 kOe), we find that the 
fields for these transitions in the case of a sample with 
x = 0.03 are as follows: Hyl -4 kOe, Hy2 -23 kOe, and 
Hy, - 3 1 kOe; for a sample with a higher aluminum concen- 
tration (x = 0.07), which does not undergo the A-B transi- 
tion, the fields Hy, and H,, are practically the same, which is 
on the whole in reasonable agreement with the experimental 
data (Fig. 6).  

At finite temperatures the results of an analysis of the 
stability of the magnetic configurations of the system can be 
represented in the form of the Hy-T phase diagram deduced 
from the thermodynamic potential of Eq. (8)  and plotted in 
Fig. 8c. We can see that an increase in temperature modifies 
the nature of the phase transition from the first- to the sec- 
ond-order and the corresponding fields depend strongly on 
the temperature of a sample. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Our investigation of the magnetic and magnetoelastic 
properties of the HoFe, -, Al, 0, system demonstrates that 
the magnetic vacancies induce not only a new (compared 
with pure HoFeO,) spontaneous spin-reorientation transi- 
tions ( 4 - 1 2 - 1 - 1 2  for x=0.03 and 
r, - r,, - r, for x = 0.07), but also unusual phase transi- 
tions in an external magnetic field. A characteristic feature 
of these transitions in a field at low temperatures is associat- 
ed with the presence of characteristic metamagnetic transi- 
tions in the f subsystem, which are due to the abrupt magne- 
tization reversal exhibited by those rare-earth ions whose 
environment contains a magnetic vacancy which magnetizes 
these ions against the external magnetic field. The f-d ex- 
change interaction ensures that these metamagnetic transi- 
tions induce spin-reorientation transitions in the d subsys- 
tem, i.e., the latter effectively occur in an external exchange 
field and are not due to the direct effect of the external field 
on the d subsystem. This d subsystem in turn governs the 
effective fields at the rare-earth ions and strongly influences 
the threshold fields of the corresponding phase transitions. 

In the HoFe, -xAl,O, system we have investigated 
these characteristics appear fully in external magnetic fields 
Hlla and Hllb. For Hlla, such a metamagnetic transition in 
the Ho subsystem is accompanied by the 
r12 (GY G,Fx ) - r2(GZFx ) spin-reorientation transition in 
thed subsystem which is manifested by a jump of the magne- 
tization and magnetostriction curves. A characteristic fea- 
ture of our Hx-T phase diagram is the existence of a bicriti- 
cal point at T-60 K where two lines of the second-order 
(rrr12 and r2,-r,) phase transition converge with the 
first-order (r,,-r,, ) phase transition line. 

For Hllb then at low temperatures the phase transitions 
are much more complex than in Hlla. 

Firstly, in the case of thex = 0.03 position which exhib- 
its the canted phase TI, at temperatures T <  8 K for H = 0, 
in relatively weak fields H(lb (H-5 kOe), there is an unu- 
sual rI2, (GyF,GzFy) - rI3 (GyFy ), phase transition, i.e., 
a transition to a state with the antiferromagnetic vector G 
parallel exactly to the external fields. The mechanism of this 
special phase transition involves suppression, by the external 
field Hllb, of the magnetic Jahn-Teller effect, which is the 
cause of the appearance of the spontaneous TI, phase. 

Secondly, in stronger Hl(b fields both the investigated 
compositions exhibit two additional phase transitions 
(rI3 - - I'34 ), which are due to consecutive magne- 
tization reversal of the rare-earth ions at inequivalent posi- 
tions, magnetized by the effective field of the magnetic va- 
cancies against the external magnetic field, and 
accompanied by reorientation of the vector G from the b axis 
[ r,, ( Gy ) phase ] to the a axis [ r,, ( Gx ) ] via an intermedi- 
ate phase ( r,,,, (Gx Gy G, 1. The theoretical H-T phase dia- 
gram plotted for Hllb agrees on the whole with the experi- 
mental results and predicts that in stronger fields ( H >  100 
kOe) a reverse spin-flop transition (r,,-r,, ) should be fol- 
lowed by the usual spin-flop transition (TI3-T3, ). 

I '  It should be pointed out that the magnetooptic measurements were used 
not quite accurately in Ref. 9 to label the magnetic phases that appear in 
HoFe, - xAlx03; r 2 - r l - r 2 - r 2 4 - r 4 .  

*' The low-field inflection of the magnetization isotherm is due to a transi- 
tion to a single-domain state in the I-',, phase, whereas the high-field 
anomaly is due to the T , , - r 2  phase transition. The coordinates of the 
high-field anomaly are represented by a point in the experimental H-T 
phase diagram. 
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